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Abstract 
 
This thesis will present and discuss the analysis, design process and execution of the lighting 
design for the University of Arkansas’s production of the musical Avenue Q. Special time will be 
taken to discuss the unique challenges faced by this production during early design meetings as 
well as during the execution of the design. This paper will document my process in illuminating 
the satirical themes in Avenue Q. Avenue Q looks at modern life through the lenses of a 
children’s learning program. Through my use of color and texture I worked to amplify the 
realism and create musical theatre moments. 
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 1 
1. Introduction 
 
“If you carry your childhood with you, you never become older” -Tom Stoppard. 
 
The chance to create the lighting design for Avenue Q was a culmination of many of the 
interests that have occurred throughout my artistic career. Musicals were the first genre of theatre 
production I was ever involved with and was drawn in by. The experience I had as a performer 
and understanding the beats and flows of a Broadway style musical became critical in the design 
process of this production. The knowledge of standard Broadway musical formulae became 
important as the satirical nature of Avenue Q pokes fun at the genre.  
I was very excited about the chance to work on a show like Avenue Q, it was the largest 
project I had worked on to that point. I created a visual research board (Appendix A) based on 
conversations with the director. These gave me a tool with which I was able to present my ideas 
in a physical way beyond just verbally describing colors and shapes. The inspiration of Sesame 
Street and other children’s shows found their way into my through line. I took special note of 
how the new episodes of Sesame Street differed visually from the memories I had of episodes as 
a child. The memories I had of sesame street were that it existed as its only city in the world. To 
a small child in California Sesame Street simply existed as some town I had never visited. In 
contrast, the more modern episodes present Sesame Street existing as a small part of a larger 
urban environment. We also updated references in our show that was written to be performed as 
the present time period, but was originally written in 2004. These adjustments allowed me to 
illuminate the satirical themes in Avenue Q that represent “modern” through the lenses of a 
children’s learning program.  
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II. The Play 
Avenue Q is a satirical musical comedy set in New York City. It follows the life of young 
Princeton and his attempts to find success after college in a world that he discovers is very 
different from the world of academia. He runs into the basic problems of adulthood: finances, 
romantic relationships, depression, time constraints, etc. He works out his issues with a cast of 
characters all dealing with their own problems.  Like Sesame Street, Avenue Q features puppets 
as characters. In Avenue Q, the puppet and the actor (or actors) who work the puppet are seen 
simultaneously, giving a sort of duality to the character. The use of puppets onstage is not normal 
for Broadway style musicals and in this case makes an homage to children’s television shows 
such as Sesame Street and Mr. Rogers Neighborhood. This allows the humor of the play to land 
stronger as these images of childhood are juxtaposed with adult themes like sex, financial 
insecurity, depression, and how the American Dream is out of reach for this generation. 
 Analyzing a play begins with discussing who the characters are, where they are, and 
when they are.  As a lighting designer, knowing the where and the when is probably the most 
helpful for drilling into a text.  For this show, the obvious references to New York City make the 
“where” obvious. The script also references streets with letters for names. In New York City, the 
only part of the city where this is the case implies a part of Alphabet City on the Lower East 
Side. The time is implied to be modern.  This was a struggle for our production as the script was 
written in the early 2000’s and some of what would be called popular cultural references felt 
dated. We rectified this by updating some references  such as adjusting  the President of the 
United States from George W. Bush to Donald Trump. The character of Rod is referenced as 
being a Republican so there was a moment where he was shown wearing a “Make America Great 
Again” hat. This political reference would not have existed at the time the original script was 
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written. The decision to update our production to  2017 affected some of my choices specifically 
when it came to a color palette. The extensive use of mobile technology and therefore digital 
screens has increased substantially since 2003 and the cold blue color that these screens emit was 
something I knew would be something I would incorporate into my design. 
When the announcement was made for the season, I was not originally assigned to design 
Avenue Q, however, after some discussion about what would make for the most successful 
design teams I joined costume designer Melissa Rooney, and sound designer Tyler Micheel.  The 
designs for our production of Avenue Q were strongly influenced by the original Broadway run.  
During our first meeting director Morgan Hicks spoke about how productions she had witnessed 
tried to separate themselves from the Broadway version of the show, but since Avenue Q has 
such iconic visuals that these choices always seemed to end up creating a version of the show 
that seemed less professional and unpolished. The University of Arkansas Theatre Department 
prides itself on the visual quality of its productions and we wanted to do everything possible to 
have the highest caliber on stage.  Through the department chair Michael Riha, we were lucky 
enough to buy the original Tony Award winning scenic design plans from Broadway designer 
Anna Louizos.   Once this was made official, it really set the tone for me and raised the bar for 
the design of the show as a whole. Knowing that this was a Broadway caliber set I felt pressure 
(most likely self-imposed) to make sure the lighting matched the caliber of the scenic design. It 
was important to me that my lighting design melded well with the set design and didn’t create a 
visual that seemed like an afterthought.  Avenue Q was different than any theatrical design 
project I have been involved with, because the scenic design was already created. It is unusual to 
have a design process that does not involve the set designer.  I was disappointed by this, as 
collaboration is part of the process that I really enjoy. I am never the kind of designer who sees 
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my elements existing as existing in a vacuum or comes up with ideas that I am so tied too that I 
am not willing to coordinate. My goal is to look at the show as something that everyone touches 
and adjusts, and at the end we hold it out to the audience together.  Not having this type of 
interaction with a set designer was a great challenge because it took another pair of eyes and 
ideas out of any conversations that would come up throughout the production, but allowed me to 
flex my independent and creative muscles. This constraint did end up creating its own positivity 
as the finality and clarity of the set design allowed me to make decisions knowing there would be 
no surprise changes later. 
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III. Process 
The show’s design concept was agreed upon during the initial production meeting with 
Morgan Hicks, director, and University Theatre Department Chair Michael Riha. Following the 
announcement that we were using the Broadway design it was clear there was no need to 
reinvent the wheel and we would take cues from the original Broadway production to execute a 
professional and visually impeccable production of Avenue Q. After the first meeting, I focused 
on research for the show. I found a very horribly pirated copy of the Broadway show online.  I 
feel that the low quality of this video actually worked to my advantage as it didn’t allow me to 
see the show with much clarity but did give me a chance to feel the beats, the moments when 
there was an energy or idea shift that specified to me that I would want to place a lighting 
change.  While watching the video of the Broadway production, I recognized that the use of 
gobos by Lighting Designer Howell Binkley was very effective. A gobo is a design cut out in a 
small piece of steel, that when placed in a lighting fixture creates a shadow in the desired shape 
that can imply objects or texture. In the Broadway production, gobos gave the impression that 
scenic design existed beyond the physical buildings shown onstage. I made a point to myself that 
this would be a very effective way to imply the expanse of the world beyond the end of the 
scenic elements created onstage. With the use of gobos that were more architectural looking, I 
could give the implication that there were buildings close by that the audience didn’t see, as well 
I could use the different types of gobos that resemble tree branches or foliage to imply what kind 
of plants or trees existed in the Avenue Q neighborhood. I followed up with another readthrough 
of the script and listened to the cast recording.  I found myself drawn to visuals from the TV 
show Sesame Street. During a trip home to California, I spent a large amount of time watching 
both older episodes that originally aired during my own childhood as well as more recent 
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episodes. I noted the use of lighting in the television show which was consistently a bright warm 
outdoor look but there always seemed to be a specific directionality to the light. I knew I could 
mimic this directionality very easily and it would also allow me to use changes in angle to imply 
changes in time of day or location. In every outdoor scene, I noted how there was always some 
sort of shadow in the frame, sometimes from trees or natural looking elements and others from 
what appeared to be fire escapes or other structural elements. This reinforced my plan to use 
gobos to give the appearance of some sort of foliage to the street. 
  A strong take away from the Sesame Street research was how the show had evolved in a 
way that was very helpful to me.  In my childhood memories of the show, Sesame Street was 
part of some non-descript urban environment, but the more recent episodes obviously made it a 
part of the New York City metro area.  Visuals of Central Park and key skyline buildings made 
the emphasis clearer.  Along with the traditional outdoor street scene I saw that the show still 
made use of cutaways where children learned from celebrities making cameos about “the letter 
of the day” or some other specific skill or piece of knowledge. I was aware that most of these 
scenes were set in very plain areas with limited props and large elements of bright colors. I 
decided to implement this in the musical numbers by using lots of saturated color. This choice 
would create a visual step away from the realistic world created for the rest of the neighborhood 
and make some fun color and effect choices to punch up the comedy in the show I felt was called 
for. I noticed a visual element on Sesame Street was how each puppet character had a very 
specific color theme to the interior of their home.  I decided to adapt this to Avenue Q because 
there are moments in the script where we would visit each puppet character’s home. 
After my fantasy research was complete, I switched my focus to images of the city of 
New York today. I have visited New York City several times (including living there for a year) 
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so I have a memory of what the city looks like, however I wanted to find some strong visual 
research that showed me how light interacted with all the different types of buildings and 
elements present on a New York City street. What I had seen in Sesame Street such as the tightly 
packed architecture of New York City was reiterated by the images of the actual city, the streets 
had large swaths of shadows created by structures blocking the light from reaching the ground.  
There was a strong directionality to the light that followed the length of the street because of how 
tightly the buildings were clustered similar to the Sesame Street episodes. I was also struck by 
the vertical nature of all of the structures, I knew that if I added lines in the form of gobos or 
other shadows I wanted to make sure the patterns created were vertically oriented so that the 
image drew the eye up as they would in a real New York street. 
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IV. Implementation 
The next step in order to get my vision on stage was to create a light plot that clearly 
shows where each lighting instrument would be placed. A light plot is a roadmap of the lighting 
fixtures in a given production as decided by the lighting designer. The light plot shows a scale 
drawing of the theatre space as well as the scenic pieces. This allows the lighting designer to 
place the correct type of lighting instruments in the best placements based on function and 
intention. This was a somewhat daunting task. Avenue Q was the first production that allowed 
me to start from a blank slate building an entire lighting system for a show based solely on my 
ideas. The previous experiences I had creating light plots were either in an academic class 
assignment situation with explicitly codified limitations, or with a pre-hung repertory light plot 
that I only made small adjustments to in order to meet my needs. The first goal I had with 
Avenue Q was to make sure that the actors would be clearly illuminated wherever they were 
onstage. I have been taught that there is a correlation in theatre between the audience’s ability to 
hear an actor and the ability to see their mouth move. At this point of the drafting process, I was 
in communication with director Morgan Hicks to discuss with her to what extreme stage 
positions the actors would be going during any given part of the show. This was an important 
communication for me because on several occasions I have reached the tech rehearsal to find the 
director was using a part of the stage that was not previously discussed and I had not hung 
lighting fixtures to illuminate it.  This would not be the case with Avenue Q. Once the acting 
areas were clear in my mind, I went through and made systems, or groups of lights that serve the 
same function, for each set of angles I knew would be important for a clear visual on the stage. I 
created a system for front face light so the actors would be clearly seen. A system of back light 
was incorporated to allow me the ability to highlight an actor’s form, helping to separate them 
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from the background.  I created a system of top lights using LED fixtures that would allow me to 
change the color and therefore be more flexible when I wanted to change the mood of differing 
scenes. I also created a system of side lights at a high angle. This allowed me to create another 
aspect of dimensionality on the actors but their angle limits the creation of large shadows on 
scenery. I also created systems of face light aimed at a 45 degree angle to the stage that would 
fill in any shadows on the actors faces.  Once I had established that the stage would have good 
visibility, I added the intelligent moving head fixtures (movers). I chose to add these at this stage 
of the process because their size makes them difficult to shoehorn in after the fact, but I also 
knew that if I could place them in good positions their ability to change focus, color, and gobos 
would allow me to use them as replacements for multiple conventional fixtures.  At this point in 
my drafting process it became clear that finding space for fixtures to fit would be a struggle.  
Because of the small size of the set, we chose to bring the main scenic element of the apartments 
downstage toward the audience.  This meant there was less stage area for me to light, however it 
also meant that two of the major lighting positions over the stage would be useless as they were 
too far upstage of the set. I compensated by using a batten pipe downstage that would normally 
hold a main curtain as a lighting position. The main purpose for this position was to create a 
large wash of saturate colors during the musical numbers, specifically so I could put color on the 
buildings during these moments. 
My next decisions were about the gobo choices and placement.  After all of my research I 
knew this would be an important aspect in giving the idea that the world existed beyond what 
was physically seen onstage.  It was important to me to not only show the structural elements of 
the surrounding urban world, but also some natural textures as New York famously has those 
pops of plant life throughout the city. For my ground texture, I picked a pattern known as 
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Internal Reflections. I put this on the floor because its strong lines and blocks of light gives the 
implication of something structural without being specific.   I also intended to use them 
extensively during musical numbers, so I added color scrollers to this system as I knew the 
musical numbers would use strong colors in an homage to the asides in Sesame Street. Scrollers 
are added to conventional fixtures to allow the designer the flexibility to change color. I chose a 
texture called Random Lines for the buildings. These gave the impression of power lines. I used 
another gobo called Fire Escape which gave a greater indication of urban structure.  For my 
natural elements I chose Moonlight Leaves, which was not a picture of a tree with leaves but 
gave the idea of branches of trees, alongside another called Interlocking Breakup which showed 
some leaves. I have found that when representing foliage, it is more effective to use 
representational shapes rather than gobos that look exactly like a tree or bush. I also made use of 
a cyclorama or cyc and a bounce curtain upstage of the main apartment set unit allowed me to 
light it with different colors to mimic the sky which was a large help in creating the time of day.  
The sky behind the buildings was a consistent part of the visual image onstage and its color 
change was easily noticed therefore establishing a change in time of day.  An additional system I 
added was low level side light, so that I could help sculpt out the puppets and separate them from 
the actors. The low angle achieves this by sculpting the side of the actors and the puppets and 
visually accenting the different planes they are on. 
An element that I was unprepared for were the amount of window lights and practical 
lights necessary for the production. In my previous show experiences most if not all lighting 
fixtures as part of the set were used simply as props or set dressing. It was a change for me to be 
in a situation where every piece of set dressing onstage became a usable fixture for me as a 
designer. To create the world, it was important that every window seen on set had the ability to 
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be lit from behind to imply a light from within.  After a discussion with my mentor Shawn Irish, 
we also realized the lower windows would be of great use for the musical numbers if they could 
change colors, so we installed as many LED color changing wash lights as we could.  
Once all the lights were hung and functioning, the lighting team moved on to focusing.  
Focusing is the process in which we point the lights in the direction we want them to go and 
adjust the fixtures for their specific purposes. To help the process, I had plotted focus points on 
my plot. These are areas about 8 feet apart on specific points on the stage. When the lights are all 
focused to their specified points, the designer can achieve even illumination all over the stage. 
This was a challenge as it was the first time I had focused a show where the light plot was 
completely from scratch and not just built off something that was previously in place. Because of 
this, I moved at a slower pace than what would have normally been optimal and we ended up 
having to go back and adjust things from our first round.  As time went by, I found my rhythm 
and confidence and realized I had made some mistakes at the beginning of the process like being 
inconsistent with a shutter cut for a system that ran across the entire length of the stage, or the 
sharpness of a gobo system. 
Using my magic sheet, which is a piece of my lighting paperwork that simplifies all of 
the numbers for my channels and placement of fixtures for easy assessment during programming 
and the technical rehearsal process, a video of a full run through rehearsal, and copious notes, I 
then began writing cues. 
My goal was to have every cue created before technical rehearsal began so the only thing 
I would be doing during tech would be making adjustments, not creating whole stage looks.  I 
focused on making a base cue, one that illuminated the actors effectively and gave a color wash 
but that could be easily adjusted and added to as needed. From this look I adjusted for time of 
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day and specific moments by changing the color of the sky, strengthening the intensity of light 
from a specific direction, or adjusting the intensity of the gobos to imply movement of the sun in 
the sky. For each musical number, I chose a strong saturate base color specific for each song and 
similar to the aside moments on Sesame Street. After the color was chosen I made sure I had 
enough light in the specific areas where the actors stood so they could be seen. I then decided 
what gobos would be a part of the sequence. The biggest struggle in cueing came in the form of 
the interior of the character’s apartments. I knew I wanted there to be visual difference from the 
exterior and have each apartment be its own image, but I struggled to find a way to show the 
warm color temperature of indoor lighting and still make a strong visible area. I struggled 
because the color of warmth I was looking for usually is created by having the fixtures set at a 
lower intensity, so I had to find a way to create the color I wanted and still illuminate the actors 
enough. I also struggled because the actors blocking would take them away from the main visual 
part of the apartment sets that created a strong stage picture for a moment. Their movement 
downstage would bring them very close to being either unlit or needing to expand the light of the 
sequence. I was forced to decide if I would light a large part of the stage that would dim in and 
dim out or let them teeter on the brink of darkness. In the end, I was able to create larger areas to 
represent the apartments and focus on the action by increasing intensity where the actors were 
standing, but not completely blacking other parts of the stage.  This was a great learning 
experience as I now better understand how to define interior spaces. 
The tech rehearsal process is always a different monster for every show because there are 
always different problems that arise depending on the needs of the production.  With Avenue Q, I 
found myself hesitant to make decisive choices, wanting to try every idea until something 
worked so that once a moment was teched it would not need to be looked at again. This 
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definitely bogged down the process and has taught me that moving forward and making a strong 
decision is always the right choice. This was the first time working on a show of this size, and I 
also became aware of my shortcomings when it came to tracking paperwork and updates. There 
were moments when my cue sheet, script numbers, and console numbers were all different. I 
have since learned that although time consuming, a successful choice is to label all of my cues in 
the board as they are created.  This allows a safety net to save from confusion later.  This was 
also a production that showed me how much I had leaned on stage managers in my past 
productions. I had been lucky in the past to have stage managers who were overly prepared and 
knew me personally enough to somewhat anticipate my choices and problems. On Avenue Q, I 
found I had to adjust my jargon and interaction with my stage manager as well as be very 
specific about the cue placement because the stage manager and I had never worked together 
previously and were learning each other as we went.  
Another new experience for me was working with follow spots. My only experience had 
been running one myself. One of my strong regrets for this show was that even though I 
eventually created a spot cue list, it was not ready at the beginning of the tech process and in the 
hands of operators who were doing the job for the first time. I know this would have helped them 
be more successful because it would have clarified placements and allowed them to think ahead 
and therefore be able to focus more on actually running the spotlight. As a whole, I felt very 
proud of the design and all the moments seemed to be very successful, however, there was only 
one moment w it seemed director Morgan Hicks and I were on different pages. In the musical 
number “There is Life Outside Your Apartment,” I had pictured the movement of the characters 
around the set with small moments happening that didn’t really change the overall look. It took 
several conversations with her to realize that she wanted really strong differentiation between 
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moments on the subway, at the park, underneath a building, etc. I had envisioned the song not 
making strong distinct visual lighting changes because with the faster tempo and staccato nature 
of the music a jumpy lighting sequence would be hard to follow, as well as create more 
opportunities for the audience to miss moments. Morgan explained to me it was important to her 
specifically for the subway moment that we were clearly moving to other parts of the larger city 
not just moving to different parts of the smaller Avenue Q neighborhood. I shared my fear about 
the speed of the song not allowing time for clear moments and she made sure that the movement 
onstage would give sufficient time for the moments. I am glad we took the time to really grind 
that moment out because it ended up being one of my favorites of the show. 
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V. Reflection 
Overall, I found my basic ideas for the content of the show and it’s similarity to Sesame 
Street, worked well. My major takeaway was that preparation is key to success. Looking back, I 
can see the aspects of this show where I strongly prepared went relatively smoothly and others 
that lacked in preparation were moments that really ground to a halt. The depth I went into in my 
research with Sesame Street and having a strong base idea and concept for the show made the 
creation of those cues relatively easy and effective. I wish I had taken more time to create 
distinction in the musical numbers. I used the idea of the asides in Sesame Street to differentiate 
the musical numbers strongly by color; but if I had taken inspiration from the varied musical and 
choreographic stylings in the play, I could have created a more varied lighting looks in the 
musical sequences. Lucy the Slut’s song “Special” would have been a great moment to take 
inspiration from musicals like Chicago and Cabaret. A number that happens on the street, like 
“The Internet is for Porn,” could have taken inspiration from the larger outdoor themed musicals 
like South Pacific or Oklahoma.  Also, some elements worked amazingly well.  I was very intent 
on having low lying fog during the musical number “Fantasies Come True” which I really think 
made the whole moment come together and would not have had the same effect without it. On 
the flip side, my plan to use the dance-style side lighting ended up not being effective at all. I had 
planned to use low side fixtures during musical numbers, but the step units for the scenic pieces 
blocked the lights upstage. The obstruction caused a large difference between how the side lights 
looked on the actors upstage versus downstage and it was more important to create consistency.  
Having limited experience with focusing a show I was very happy with how effective 
most of the angles and shots turned out. I did learn, however, that I could keep shutters on my 
fixtures farther open to allow for better lighting coverage. I have learned that highlighting an 
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actor in an area is sometimes a better way to isolate them than to try and make everything else 
dark. 
Overall, I was very happy with the outcome of this production. I learned lots of lessons 
that will allow me to be more successful in the future, as well as finding stage looks and gobos 
that I know are effective and I will continue to use. I know I could have continued to adjust and 
fine tune this show for months on end and would have been happy doing so, however as the final 
song of Avenue Q says “…everything in life is only for now.” 
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VII. Appendices 
 
Appendix A. Research 
 
 
Figure 1. Research Collage( “Sesame Street Cast.” Screen Rant, 9 Nov. 2016, screenrant.com/sesame-
street-movie-warner-bros/, “Tiny's and The Bar Upstairs.” Romantic Fireplaces for a Toasty Night 
Out in NYC, Where Traveler, New York City, 15 Jan. 2016, www.wheretraveler.com/new-york-
city/eat/romantic-fireplaces-toasty-night-out-nyc. “Nakedapt.com.” Nakedapt.com, Nakedapt.com, 
Jan. 2017, www.nakedapartments.com/renter/listings/     @nowyourecool, “Broadway and 12th 
NYC, Instagram  2016. 
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Appendix B. Light Pot 
 
 
Figure 1. Light Plot (Drafted by author) 
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Figure 2. Light Plot Section View (Drafted by author) 
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Figure 3. Light Plot, Boom and Front of House View (Drafted by author)  
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Figure 4. Light Plot Practical’s View (Drafted by author) 
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Appendix C. Magic Sheet 
 
Figure 1. Magic Sheet Page 1 (Drafted by author) 
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Figure 2. Magic Sheet Page 2 (Drafted by author) 
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Appendix D. Paperwork 
 
Figure 1. Channel Hookup Page 1  
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Figure 2. Channel Hookup Page 2  
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Figure 3. Channel Hookup Page 3 
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Figure 4. Channel Hookup Page 4 
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Figure 5. Channel Hookup Page 5 
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Figure 6. Channel Hookup Page 6 
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Figure 7. Channel Hookup Page 7 
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Figure 8. Channel Hookup Page 8 
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Figure 9. Channel Hookup Page 9 
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Figure 10. Channel Hookup Page 10 
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Appendix E. Production Photos 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The Avenue at Night (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission)  
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Figure 2. “The Monsterssori School” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 3. “Nikki are you awake?” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 4. “Special” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 5. “Fantasies Come True” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 6. “There’s A Fine Fine Line” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 7. “The Internet Is For Porn” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 8. “I Wish I Could Go Back to College” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with 
permission) 
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Figure 9 “Purpose” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 10. “If You Were Gay” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission)
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Figure 11. “Mixtape” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Figure 12. “Got your first piece of mail” (Photographer: Eric Armstrong, used with permission) 
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Appendix F. Program Excerpts 
 
 
Figure 1. University of Arkansas Playbill Page 2. (Used with permission from University of 
Arkansas Theatre Department) 
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Figure 2. University of Arkansas Playbill Avenue Q page 6(Used with permission from 
University of Arkansas Theatre Department) 
